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4 About

Clean, architectural geometries paired with timeless, natural materials are 
what define the Frama Furniture Collection. Guided by a desire to create 
practical objects with a true sense of meaning and permanence, each piece 
in the Furniture Collection is designed for everyday and built to last for many 
years of use, gaining a natural patina over time.

Permanent Collection

Furniture Collection





Inspired by utilitarian design, industrial environments, and 
simple mechanics, the F-Cabinet is a sleek and practical 
storage piece made in aluminum designed by Morten Emil 
Engel. 

The versatility and durability of the cabinet reflects in its 
a wide scope of use in both domestic, office, and outdoor 
spaces. The furniture’s modular design allows for a free-
standing piece keen to highlight its monolithic look. At the 
same time, the cabinet can be stacked by placing several 
units on the floor, mounted on the wall, put in a row next to 
or above each other. 

F-Cabinet
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The F-Cabinet is made out of solid raw aluminum offering 
a sense of simplicity. The furniture’s longevity is greatly 
extended by the orbital sanding process, which creates 
a uniform surface with minimum visible scratches. 
This treatment protects against corrosion and offers a 
maintenance-free finish.

Morten Emil Engel



Morten Emil Engel is an architect living and working in 
Copenhagen, Denmark. Born in 1979, Morten studied 
architecture at The Bartlett School of Architecture in 
London and The Royal Danish Academy for Architecture 
in Copenhagen. He is currently Head of 1:1 at Cobe where 
he focuses on materials, technology, design, and unique 
architectural details.

Morten has worked on a wide range of acclaimed public 
and private buildings in Denmark and worldwide. 
Noteworthy projects include Israels Plads, Designmuseum 
Danmark, the Opera Park, and Maison du Danemark in Paris. 
Morten has always had a passion for details, furniture, and 
objects to create holistic and timeless architecture.

"The F-Cabinet is conceived as a 
piece of industrial raw beauty." 

- Morten Emil Engel

Inspired by industrial production, welding techniques, and 
the use of raw materials, the collaboration between Morten 
Emil Engel and Frama has evolved to become a creative 
partnership with the F-Cabinet development, originally 
prototyped in solid steel. This collaboration results from a 
fascination for cradle-to-cradle, deep respect for meaningful 
furniture, and a mindful approach to slow living.

The designer The collaboration
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Product  Storage
Design  Morten Emil Engel
Origin   Lithuania
Materials  Sanded aluminum
Dimensions  W34 / L30 / H34
Item number 3240

F-Cabinet | Small

Details

62.2

34
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Product  Storage
Design  Morten Emil Engel
Origin   Lithuania
Materials  Sanded aluminum
Dimensions  W34 / L30 / H62.2
Item number 3241

F-Cabinet | Large

34
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FRAMA
Fredericiagade 57
DK 1310 Copenhagen K
+45 3140 6030
CVR 35391355

Frama StudioContact

Online store inquiries
shop@framacph.com

General inquiries
frama@framacph.com

Retail requests and orders
order@framacph.com

Press
press@framacph.com

Business/partnership requests
bc@framacph.com

Project requests
design@framacph.com

Claims
claims@framacph.com

Accounting
accounting@framacph.com
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